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It was the aim of thi« work to inv»Btigate the variations
of Ui« •ound velocity with A*equeney in the ultraaonic range
(two to flv» atgacgroles) in certain organic liquid* tfhich show
ahnonaal sound absorption properties in that frequency s^gion*
Ix) the past it has been possible to use the properties of sound
velocity and absorption to nake theoretical conclusions concerning
the B»lecular and atonic structures of certain gases and liquids.
It was anticipated that the investigation described in this paper
would provide further inforaation concerning the liqtild structure
of the coB«>ound« under ejuttsination, naately, the acetates.
The aoat successful correlation between theory and experi-
Bsntal work with ultrasonics has been aade in the field of gases.
In isotropic and hoaogeneous awdia, assuadng that tii» sound vi-
brations taiM place adiabatically, the velocity of a sound wave
is given byi
'fOjf^
where v is the velocity, ^ is the ratio of the specific
heat at constant preaamre to the specific heat at constant
voluae, / is tJie density, and ^ is the ooa^ressibility,
isother»al or adiabatic. in ideal gases, where Pv « constant,
/?.o = ~p «ince ^^ -
-^{^J where P is the pressure and v
is the voluae. Therefore m have for the velocity:
v= ./^
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2whleh is I,&Place*a equation for tlie velocity o£ sound in g&M«*
With r«f«rd to the absorption oX sound in jpka»B, th«
elassical theory gives for a plane wave an exponential decrease
in the intensity vith the distance froa the source. Thus we have
I = lo e
ttinere 1 is the intensity of the sound at a distance X froa the
point Tfri^ere Ui© intensity is I,, , and °( is tlie coefficient
of absorption. The coefficient of absorption, according to the
classical theox^, is cooiposed Mdnly of ttvo parts: one due to
the viscosity of the aediua as described by Stokesr and one due
to the tlienaal conductivity of the BMKliuit as described }yy
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Kirchhoff . The resultant expression for the coefficient of
absorption which varies as tlie square of the frequency is given
V is the ft'equency, V is the velocity of sound, y^ it
the mean density, T is the ratio of the specific heat at con->
stent pressure to the specific heat at constant volujoe, "^ is
the coefficient of viscosity, C p is the specific he^t at
constant pressure, and K is the coefficient of themal
conduction.
In experiments witli gases at cuscoustie f^equ4^neies, it
has been found that the I*aPlace equation for the sound velocity
fits quite ^^11 and that the observed absorption coefficient,
while it follows the variation with the square of the frequency.
V-
9 ,1 = T
1 "
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vas usu&lly higher than the value predicted 1:^ Una olaasical
theory, Howavwr, wltBn the frequency waa aorad to tha ultras
aonic regions, wcmm raaulta unesQjlainabla by the classical
thacury ware obtained. Pierce^, in neaaurlng the velocity of
aound aa a function of the frequency in carbon diojcide, firat
found that the velocity inoreaaed aa the frequency was increased*
Xneser'* later ahoired th&t tiie velocity of sound in carbon
dioxide was constant as the frequency was increased up to about
10^ cycles/second, but that the velocity then increased slowly,
reaching a value about k% higher tiion initially at about 10°
cycles/second. The sound velocity then nmaiiMd constant at
this higher value, with further increases in the frequency. A
dispersion of the sound velocity in the ultrasonic range has
since been ecmfiraed for s^any polyatcjsio g&ses, while nonatonie
gases and hydrogen were found to show no dispersion with an
increase of frequency*
In those gases whie^i showed sound velocity dXt^arsxon, the
absorption of sound was also found to be abnormal* It was
usually auoh greater l^an the value predicted by classical theory*
It was discovered also that the absorption was particularly strong
in the frequency region in iriiich the vnlocity dispersion took
place, the sound absorption per cycle reaching a axlSMW at a
frequency about midway in the velocity rise* This behavior has
been shown e3q>eriJBentaIly by aany observers, including Melcelepajew^,
ftieh and Pielsieir^, GrossBAn?, and Abello®.
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kThe claasicol iixpr«0tloiia for the sound velocity and th«
sound absorption, M glTcm oarlier^ do not allow for such behavior
of these prop«rties. Any dependenoo of the sound velocity on ths
absorption as caloulatsd from classical theory is too snail to
account for the observeti dispersion. By using the work of Einstein^,
it was possible to explain the experiaental results if the gas
was an equilibriuia uiixture of the components of a chemical dis-
sociation (as e»g« 2902 ^=^^2^^)* In such a case, at low
frequencies the specific heat contains the heat of dissociation,
and if the specific heat is independent of frequency, there aay
be a tins lag in the dissociation reaction. On the basis of a
suggestion of Jeans , fiorzfeld and Rice gave the first
theoretical explanation for velocity dispersion azui anonalous
absorption for non-dissociating gases, basing the explanation
on a slo^mess of ei^rgy exchange between the translational and
internal degrees of freedom of the molecule* Kneaer^ worked out
the theory of such a process in detail and Rutfers*^^ later laade
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a further expansion of tills treatosnt. Bour^in "^ made a statisti-
cal treataent of the problem based on a three-state gas (one
translational state and two vibrational states, each state 'isrith
a aiflerent relaxation tiae) and obtained a result which he later
showed was equivalent to Xneser's*
A brief explanation, following the Knesor theory, of the
anomalous variation of the sound velocity and absorption follows.
In a polyatomic gas the eoleoules have three t;;pe8 of degrees of
freedoa - translational, rotawonal, ana vica-ational. Consider
•AJ /
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»uch a gas At a teJBporature at which only « naall nuo^r of the
•olecules are in their first excited state with regard to th«ir
Yibrational energy. Supixjs© now thiat a change in the total
energy occurs, such as in a sudden adiabatic eoBipression. It is
assuaed that the tranalatlonal part of the energy iaB»diat©ly
follows a touporatiire increase and establishes the new equilibriuB
state without delay. The rotational part apparently follows the
increase with only a very short delay. However, for vibrational
energy there is a definite tijse lag in adjusting to the new
equilibrium condition, t^ lag following an exponential behavior.
The t±m constant for this vibraUonal adjustment is known as
the relaxation time. Since the rapid coi^ressions and e:Qjan8ions
of a sound wave cause such teaperature changes, the tiae la^s
in these energies becoae important considerations. When the
frequency of the wave is low, each type of degree of freedoa
has sulficient tiiw to coaplete its energy interchange. This
neans that the specific heat at constant voluae of the gas* which
is coaposed of contributions from all types of energy, is at
its full value, and the sound velocity is at its noraal low
frequency value. As the sound frequency increases and approacnes
the reciprocal of the relaxation tiiae, the vibrational defreea
of fresdoa have not sufficient time to reach the ©quUibrium
state corresponoing to the te«perature changes. This results
in a decrease in the specific heat for the periodic process of
the sound wave, till finally at frequencies atuch higher than the
9df '* f n i./ixf.- ' r ',^iT o nai. 'j^tetMS^Mi-
i.li V-'xi'-'H'-*'
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6reoiprooal oX the relaxation tiiae^ the wpfitiXc heat contains
only the translational and rotational cooponents* Consequently
since ^ , the speolTic heat ratio^ increases with decreasing
^leoilic heat at constant volune* the sound velocity increases
slowly as less and less o£ the vibrational interchange is allowed
to take plac6« until it again becoaos constant at hi^h frequencies*
The velocity now corresponds to a specific heat due to the rota-
tional and vibrational degrees of freedom only.
3uoh a relaxation tiste process^ as described in the previous
paragraphji also explains the anoaalous absorption reported
experimentally for these gases. There is a phase difference
between the prussvu'e ajiu voliuae changes in the sound wave because
the tioe lag in the establishcent of the vibrational energy
equilibriums also affeets the pressure. This phase difference
requires that the gas do work during each cycle and part of the
sound wave BnAr^j ^^ absorbed. The absorption per cycle increases
linearly with frequency at low frequencies and reaches a «MiH«Mm^
when the frequency is equal to the reciprocal of the relaxation
tisM. At frequencies greater than this the absorption docreasefl
as the reciprocal of the frequency.
Thus for polyatoaic gases which show dispersion, if «s
nake a plot of the TOund velocity (V) and Uie absorption coefficient
per cycle i'^) due to t^ie disi^ersion process against tlie
logarithn of the frequency, a result such as that shown in Figure 1
ay be expected and esqplained. iilany other associated phenoosna
have been observed in gases and, in general, the Kneser theory,
as it is coB&only called, can well explain thsoi*
J .ttCUJ S.iJX::iiSAL91 -HhJ ±^ i
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FiI g u r e 1
V
/oj V
Beiiovior oi the 6ound Velociti^ (Vj dnd
the Absorption Coefficient p<ir Cyc/e (^)
05 the P r e
<:| u e h c y of 5ound Wave^ is
Increased in c* Po/yatomtc Gas which

f^en we look at Uxe situation in liquids^ th» c^lanatioii
o£ ex>>driiasntal results by theoiy is not at all satisfactory*
IfaHe ziot nearly as aany miasureaents htLvm been mada in liquids
as in gaaes> and idtils the agreaasnt assrag those which havo been
aade is not too good^ one result is couraon to all the aaaasureflMnts
dealing irlth the absorption. This is the fact that the absorption
eoeffioient, as found for m&ny polyatoiaic liquid8> is froo tiro to
several hundred tiaes the Talue predicted by the classical theory*
This was first noted ay Biquard^ with a radiation pressure oethod
azMS was further confiraed by S^Jrenson ''j Glaeys ^ircra and Saek
,
Lucas > Bassulin^^, BAr^", and jaany otiiers. The beharior seeits
to be different for non-aosociated liquids and for associated
liquids ojoh as water and prixaary alcohols. In. both cases the
absorption is greater tlian sjqMKstedj but for associated liquids
the absorption coefficient has a negAtlTS tefly>erature dependenoey
while for non-associated liquids the te^Hirature dependence is
positive. Xn soxae cases the absorption ooefficient varies as
the square of the frequency as predicted in the classieal theory^
while in others the ooefficient seems to vary roughly as the first
power of the frequency*
Mo satisfactory explanation has been given for this behavior*
liUoas^' showed that fluctuations in density were not sufficient
to cause such results but that aMMse sox>t of sub^iaicroscopic
structure in liquids laight be responsible. Lxcessive sj^lituds
and imjaroper aj^paratus design have also been blaaed^ but Bftr
i^Mwed that these could not be the cause by obtaining the norcaal
•^n«»aMrxusi«att unit LIm i- «! jrijm»i 9no ,/> *^-^^
ro>;'
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classical result for otsrcuryj a ioonatoiaic liqtiid. Anothtr cause
for abiK>rmal absorption^ ^hlch should be In evidence at least
to sosM extents laight be a Kneser relaxation process such as has
b««n described above for gases*
The use of this last theory as an ejcplanation for the
abnorskol absorption brings up the point that, if true* a dis-
persion of velocity should result along with the anooalous
absorption. To date the bulk of the e^xperloental vork aiiaed at
finding any dispersion has located no such phenoaenon. Hiedeaaa
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aiusi his co-4rorkers have reported diapersion in several liquids^
vhils miuxy others^ including FartJiasaratliy '**« SpakovskiJ , and
f.iilard did not, itichards points out that for two recaons
dispersion is not to be expected in ordinary liquids until very
high frequencies. First> the rate of attaimosnt of trans-
lational equilibrium is considerably greater in liquids than
in gaaeSf due to the greater nuoerinal density* thus lowering
the lifetijts of the int«rnal energy states. Secondly, the
specific heats of liquids are auch higher than those of gases^
sad tiie absence of the vibrational parts would be difficult to
detect*
One group of liquids which see.is to show consistent
anouialous behavior is that containing; the acetate radical*
Acetic acid shows both dispersion and anomalous ab3orption^^»22,2$
and th» explanation seeaui to involve either the heat of dissocia-
tion or the dlBHir formation* Other w> rk on the acetates by
BaaulinlQ, Biquard^i*, ?arthasarathy27, Beyer and Ssdth^B, and
-T'-htw 3 I
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9BIr Indicates that th« absorption coefficient ya2*l«8 approximatclj
as the first power of frequency irather than the second with an
increase of frequwiey,
Claeys £rrera and Sackr^^ obtained sons rvry interesting
absorption results with methyl and ethyl acetate, using a radia»
tion pre6«xre aoethod by which they conflnasd Blquard*s ralues
for several liquids. In the case of the acetates, not only
were their values for the absorption coefficient lauch higher
ihan the classical result, but between tliree and four uegaoycles
ttmj found an anomalous absorption region* For laethyl acetate,
the ratio of the absorption coefficient to the square of the
frequency, ^2. , which by classical theory is a constant, was
found to be about 11CX3 x KT^"^ { aecondo) /centlaaUtr ooaipared to
Ik X 10"^ '( seconds)voan'tiiBeter by classical theory when the
frequency of the oscillations was below three xiscaoycles. At
about three oegacycles this quantity took a rtmrp drop in valxM
••17 • 2
until it reached about 300 x 10 '(seconds) /contineter at foiur
Migaeycles, and thereafter the value decveased slowly. Ethyl
acetate behaved sinilarly but with a smaller relative drop,
going f3roB a value of about 300 x 10"^^ (seconds) /centiaster at
•"17 P
three awgaoycles to about 175 x 10" U seconds) /centiaeter at
four angaoyeles. Such behavior is in soae ways sinilar to the
anomalous absorption in polyatosdc gases which has been success-
fully ex|>lained \sy the Kneaer tfieory. 'Jne discrepancy is,
however, that the change in ~^^ is inueh steeper for these
liquids than would be expected from the ai^lioation of the
/•aiiii'"
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relaxation theory. The authors* aXter discussing other possible
ceuses* felt that sosie sort of relaxation tiias theory was the
best hypothesis from mlilch to start. If such a tlieory does «^ply
in this casSf then it loight be expected that a dispersion o£
velooity might also be found in this region*
A search of the literature on this subject has failed to
disclose any furtlier wor^ along thia line with these liquids at
this particular frequency* altliough soae results indicate no
difl^rsion at other frequencies* Thus* with this exaixple of
possible anonalous absorption present* an investigation was
undejrtaken to ascertain vflietj-ier a diepersicrn of the sound velocity
could be obtained as the frequency xa increased from two to five
negacyoles*
The aoiount of any velocity oiapersion is aliaost ixapossible
to estittate* there beinfi several uniuiown factors. ?inkerton *
in discussing tiie anoiaalous absorption o£ acetic acid* proposes
a aethod for approxinatin^ froa estittated absorption values the
•Bount of ej^eoted dispersion. Using the Kneser equation for the
absorption coefficient due to a relaxation tiae process* he states
that the relative dispersion is given approxioately ast
where v is the velocity, "^m is ttie critical frequency of the
anOMtlous absorption i^ooess* <^ is tiie absorption coefficient
«t '0^,'<a»id A = ~t , /rciu i^raphs of the data available for «»:etio
acid he obtained A = 12000 x lQ-^7 ( seconds)Vcentifiiet«r*
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ucriticdl \)^ = 2 X 10^ cycles/second, and V = 10 etrntim^ttrt/
second. Using these Talu«s and the equation abore^ he obtains a
22
relative increase in the velocity of about 0,k%» Spakovskij
reported a velocity dispersion of l.Ojb in acetic acid, indicating
that this estioate nay be too siaall. Absorption values deteridrMdl
by Claeys, Errera, and Sack for methyl acetate irore /\ » UOO x 10"^^
(seeonds) /centiioeter and V^ :: 3,5 x 10 cyoleflt/seooiKi and ths
velocity is about 1*2 x 10^ c6ntimeters/seoond« Using a calculation
similar to Pinkerton's, we obtain a relative dispersion of about
0.0!?>6. It iraa therefore desirable to obtain from the present
«39>erlnental investigation results with a aaxinuja error of less
ttian O.l:^. An error greater than tliis would not perait definite
conclusions about a dispersion of velocity as estimated above.
IX
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II. MKTMQD OF MMv^URgiffiHT AMD APPARATtB
In «»acurin£; the elocity of ultrasonic wavea> two basic
aethods have baen devaloped, one uaing the intarreroiseter prin-
ciple firat davaloped by Pierce ^> and the other an (sptical aBthod
first put forward by iM\iy» and aearr^ and iMcaa and Blquard*^ •
Recently, a third netiiod involving pulae teelmiquea has proved
uittful. The interfer(»Mter ^Mrinoiple has been the aost popular
and depends on refleotinp sound iraves fron a reflector baek to
the wave generator and setting up standing naves* The wave
length May then be deteminad fron changes in the oscillator
circuit current as the distance between the reflector and the
gwierator is changed. Then, knowing the wave length and Vm
frequency, the sound velocity aay be eoaputed. The sound wave
generator is uauall;;^'^ a quarts crystal drivcm by a vacuum tube
oscillator. A variation of tiila interferoiaeter principle is
used in this experisMmt*
Ssfore considering the apparatus in detail, it would be
4^»propriate to consider the priitoiples involved and the results
that can he expected. The wave length of a sound wave ia given
wlisre A i« the wave length, V i» the velocity, and V is
the frequency* Mow if a plans wave is propagated f^on one plane
surface toward another plans surface parallel to the first,
standing waves are produced when the distanee betwvtm the
sx
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surfaetts i« an integral number of half ursiTes. For s Btandlng
wav© the folloifing relation is then true:
A _ d.'
2. n
where d i« the distance between the auiu'acca and h is the
number of half waye* betii»6n the surfaces. If we ooyaine th«
preceding: expreBBionn, hy eolrlne ©aoh for the wave length and
•quatinc, w© obtain
Y ^ ^ ,, A)= ^n
If ttie velocity of aound in the nedium between the planes is a
constant and the distance between the planes is also kept
constant, then the only quantity which will char4^e, as the niunber
of half wttves between the planes is varied, will be "Uie fre<]uency.
If for h. half waves, the frequency is \), &nd for »lj. half
w»ve8, the frequency is V,^ , tlien
c d
or 6y> - -—-, ^^
where* AV = ^)^-'i), , and A\) is the frequency increment
necessary to change the integral nunber of half waves in the
standing wave pattern by the increjaent d^i ~ »^ z. " •^ « •
The apparatus used in these experiments was designed to
utilise this principle. Two quartz crystals weire placed a fixwd
distance apart in the liquid, and ozie was set into oscillation
'A A

























predoelng ultrasonic wav»«. fhm oscillations i»«rs transaittsd
tbroagh tho lic^id and roeeivsd on the othor crystal, sottii^
it into osolllation. ^sss rec«iv»d oeeillations wsre tranwioxwmd
to sleetrio «ignAls, ampli£±9d, and the output ourr»nt tmm
asasursd. Xt was th«n possible to looAts the oonditions of
st&nding wftws bstivssn the crystals by changing iim ivq^amiey
o£ oscillation until the output current was at a »i^y<»it,ifff, ^t
any freqiiency where a standing wave pattern was not established
t^ output current was appreciably below this m»'^t»*i^
The ftequeney range under inyestigatlon was rroa two to
five a^aeyeles and the principles deecribed above reqEt^ired that
the fr^ueney of oscillations of the crystal be variable toy
saall aaoonts but wiUi the saallest possible change in the
ai^litude. To aee^^pllsh this, it was necessary to drive the
crystal at frequencies well «R»ay fyoa the resonant flrequency —
t^^at Is, the resonant frequency of the crystal was re<|uijred to
be well above five lisgaeycles. In these experinvnts tm> sevea
aegaeycle crystals were used and the trannitter crystal was
driven by a variable high frequency oecillator. This aethod of
driving tiie distal far £rom reeonance gave amOI aqpUtaidb* «f
oscillation and a low efficiency of the receiver crystal, however,
and thus required high aaiplil'ioation*
»ow, if the crystal oscillates at a frequency which gives
a peak in the output eurr«it fron the reeeiver crystal, we
have standing waves between the crystals* If the frequency o£
the oscillations is changed, the output current chaj^ges tharough
iu.
>?n tPT'is Tftitftj taif nc bttvleanrx bits hliolX f««k* .'taooTrlt
. /JT, t«Tf..k; i,'t: riA^Ml StJL'X
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a a«ri«s o£ ainlMa and maadmiBk, each 8uoo««siT9 iwxIiBia representing
a ob«Bc« la fdM staadiag wmine pattern b^ a hair inrve.
Usittg tMs aethod it is possible to check for the dispersion
of veloeit/ W maikijn$, several aeasureaumts over the vhole £r9q}MBinQ^
r«Bfe* As shoim earlier, a ahosen ehaoge in the mu&ber of half
waves betiffeen iim crystals is char&oteri^ea by an ixicrei^nt of
jt^equenoy prorided th&t the sound velocity and the distance
betseen the crystals renain constant. If there is no dispersion
of velocity^ then the soall inerenent in frequKwy necessary to
change the standing vave pattern by t^ given muibmr of half w&ves
will remain constant regaxn£Less of the initial frequency froa
wiiioh the inoreaent is measured. If there is disi^ersion, th«ci
the frequency incr«aent will change as the Initial frequeney
approaches the region of di^>ersi<m. If the BH»o^iani«& of dispersion
is dxat to a relaxation tiae phenonenon, an inorease in the woveA
velocity nsy be expected*
I«t us now proceed to the oetails of the apparatus. A
bloek diagran of the arrangenent of the various units of the
appsratas appears in Figure 2« The units rttewa are a liquid
tank with tiie crystals inside, an oscillator connected to one
crystal to give %h9 desired frequeney of oscillations, an
aaplifijo* comieoted to the second crystal, a square-law vaeuun
tube ^^Itneter to provide further asiplification, a sdcroasaaeter
to Bsasure the out ;ut current, and a device (which will be dis-
cussed later) to asMore the frequency inerenent*
The liquid tank was rectangular in shape and was constructed
u.
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oX braas plat«« Th« inside dinenaions utara as rolXomit dapth,
7 c«ntlB»t«r8| vidtiif U oautiBttters; and length^ 20 centintters*
The usual liquid sai^le was about 300 cubic centixseters*
Tha quartz oxyatala vara aotmtad in braaa holdars, vhioh
ware Bui|>a]adad in the liquid from taraaa platas oountad on top
of tiia tjuik* Tha crystals usad rmre x«K:ut quarts and vrera
oiroular in shape with a diaiaetar q£ 0*75 inches* Tha resonant
frequane/ o£ the crystals was 7*0 asgac/olas with an accuraey of
five per cent* Both faces of ttM erystals were silYar-platad to
insure good electrical contacts. A detailed eross-seciion akateh
of a crjTstal holder is shown in figure 3* The loi^r part of tha
l¥>lder was asda from a brass block (A) bgr drilling a 0.625 inch
ho]e all the way through the block and then drilling out a
0«&25 inch hole froa the rear, leaving a saall shoulder^ 0.01
inoties thick, at the face of the block. A brass back plate (B)
closed the rear of the block, being fastrausd to the block by
four brass screws. The crystal (c) was then inserted froa the
rear and fitted against tha shoulder of the block. This contact
witii the crystal served aa the electrical ground connection.
Tha electrical potential was applied to tlie rear face of tha
crystal by jseans of a brass disc (U) which was turned down to a
saall cylinder on the rear side. The electrical connection was
then made to tiiis cylinder. The disc was polished on the side
toward the crystal and the back side was bevelled, leaving an
air space behind the crystal. This air space was naeessary to
raduee back reflections which gave double and side peaks of
61
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Figure 3
Holder i or- Quartz Crtj5tdl
A Brass Holder BlocK
B 8rcj3s Holder BcicK Pjdte
C Qudrtz Cri^jtct/
BrcJ$s Crt/stctf BdcK Pldte
£ Bciheltte Insulcitor-S
F Coi I S p r t n <^
G Brass T^be






output current liMtead o£ the siagle peak at ttm etanding wave
pattern. BaJcellte insulators (K) were inserted to oz'srent
ITouzKiing and to keep the cryet&l centered in the block* In
order to hold the crystal snug against the ahouldw of the
holder two turns of a light coil Siiaring (F) were inserted bet«re«i
tiie rear Insulator and the holder back plate* Som dlfi'ieulty
was encountered in uaking the holders leak-proof because none
of the usual ewasnts or fx^acs— could be used due to tim solvent
properties of the acetates^ and also because str^ig luressure
could not be eaBsrted by the spring in the holder due to the
danger of distorting the crystal oscillations. %i8 trouble
vas eliminated by inserting several soft lead foil washers
betiisen the crystal and the shoulder of the holdmr and by not
keeping the holders in the liquid any longer than was necessary*
A brass tube (a) was sHrer-soldered into a hole in the
top of the holder blook and the electrical commotion (J) was
introduced throxigh it* This tube was t^n inserted through a
hole in a l»rass plate (I) which fastened on the top of the liquid
tank* it the top of the tube a brass shoulder (H) was aounted
to the tube and loTollng screws (K) wwre threaded in the shouldnr
which bore on the brass plate (I)* One of the siost critical
adjustasnts in the use of t.his apparatus was in aaintaining the
crystal faees parallel and directly opposite to eaoh other* Qy
an adjuataent of these leveling sorefws and with a set of
horizontal screws providing horizontal i3x>tion, the crystal face
could be noved in any direction until parallelisn was achieved*
nmw ^aUuift^ itff# #• 3to^ tX^iAto «dl to hft^t1ln^ troTtrf) »itr.ivo
.ie& j4 b«lira«aJL (rsvw U) noc?^
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The eondltion wimn thm faces were not parallel was observable
by the £aet that the output current was greatly reduced and the
Bdniaa and maxiaa. o£ the output current as the frequency was
ehaaged beeane very distorted*
Tim distance between the crystals was oAlntaixied at t en
oentiaaeters for all the experioental wo^k» a check being nade
for correct spacing bel'ore and after eaeli Mt of readings* This
distazice seeoMd to be quite satisfaotory*
¥he oscillator was of the standard iiartley type^ eoploying
a type 807 trannadtter tube. Frequencies between two and five
sgaoycles w«Hre obtained by the use of ti^o coils which weire
ehuigeable and a variable condenser. The cosiplete wiring dia-
gnm of the oscillator is attached as ^if^ure h»
To provide for aaplifieation of the signals froB the
receiving crystal, a standard type wide band video preaaplifier
and ttBplifier was maployed. The one used in this work utilized
6AC7 amplifier tubes, providing six stages of aaplification*
Further amplification was obtained by using a square->l«w vaouun
tube voltaster. The wirixag diagram of the one used in this
ease is shown in figure 5* The great advantage of this instruioent
was to increase the sharpness of the peaks of the output current
at the frequencies corresponding to standing waves between the
crystals* This aade possible a such aore accurate setting
of the oscillator at these frequencies* The output current of
the voltoeter was aeasured on the 100 nicroai^pere scale of a
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The Telocity of sound is a function of the ton^rature of the
aeditim in which it it a^amired. For vxaaple, the sound velocity
la watsr changes froa li4lil neters/second at 13^C« to 1505 nster^/
second at 31^0* This represents an increase of about $ ttB%9Ta/
second/degree C« And since the desired accuracy of the re«ilts
was 0.1^ or better^ it was necessary to oaintain the tea^ierature
of the liquid constant to within O.l^C. for all oMasureBients. To
acooioplish this^ the liquid tank was iaraersed In a water bath
vhich was kept at 2$ - 0.0> C. The arrangeaent of the teaperatore
control system Is shoim in Figure 6* The thersiostat was of the
liquid expansion type and esiployed a glass bulb filled with
toluene* itoroury was placed aboTe the toluene and i^ovided
electrical contact beteeen two electrodes. I^ese electrodes
were connected to a relay uriiioh controlled the heater* By the
eiqpiieion or the oontractiun of the toluene due to a teaperature
change in the water, contact between the electrodes was establl#ied
or broken* The water was kept in constant i2K>tion by oeaaa of
a stirrer* As a further precaution agaiiyit temperature differentials
in the liquid sample caused by wave propagation or local density
variations, a stirrer was aounted in the cell in order to keep
the liquid in circulation. This siethod of temperature control
wae sufficient to keep the tenperature of tite liquid well within
prescribed lifiiits*
The biggest probles in this oethod of neasureMmt proved
to be a sufficiently accurate asamreaent of the frequency inervoiont
^^ '^s hR09- f-svn: JQiiLf tKrA ^^^aMd,9 r^jor at
vii^sriaqBi*^ ttdt aJj^nlMK ^ TttM99«iO saw .
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rtsulting froa changing th« nuaber of h&Xf w&vva bvtfween th«
erjrrtals by th« <ls0ir«d nuaiber. Tvro swthod* w«r« us«d (herearter
de«igtt«t«d A end B) and the apparatus uMd in •aeb sttthod i«
m* folXotrs:
(A) A U.S. Aragr Signal Corps 3C 221-P Freqtiency Meter
antifaotured by the '/MoXih Radio Corporation wsm uaed to osamtre
the oaoillator frequency at wiiioh tJie crystal was being driven*
The frequency iiMTMMit wae then obtained ae the dii'ferenoe of
tiro Measured frequenclee*
(B) In the second laethod the frequency inoreoient vaa not
found fires the difference of two neasured frequenoiee but mm
eaeured directly. The frequency aeter w&e used as a standard
oscillator and the outputs of the crystal oscillator and the
frequMwy aster ivere used as inputs in a nixsr-detector circuity
saploylag a 6SA7 Tube. The beat frequency of the aixer represented
tias difference between Uie frequencies of the two oscillators. This
beat frequency was neasured by a General tiadio Type 22U Precision
Wave Hetmr. A wirini^' diagram oi tius odxer arran^suint appears in
Figure 7. The detailed experiiaental procedure in each of these
aethods was the following:
IffiTHOD A - In order to insure stable operation the oscillator,
aoiplifier, and oeters were switched on &X least two hours
before use. After the holders were aounted in the cell axid
the distanee between the crystals was checked, the liquid was
plaoed in the cell and brought to a constant teaperature in
the water bath. The oscillator was then set at a frequency
us
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«t ifhicti a standixjg wave loraed between the crystals as
Indloated by a marlwuiB current at the output neter. After
aeaaurlng this frequency with the frequency laeter^ the oscilla-
tor frequency was changed until the nuiaber of vraves between
the crystals had been changed by a set increnent (as indicated
by the niiaber of peaks of the output currents. This increnent
vas chosen as eighteen for these aeasurementsy being soall
enough to be less than 5^ of the oscillator frequency and
large enough to keep any error in the setting of the oscilla-
tor on the poaic of the output current sufficiently aaall.
Upon setting on the peak output current again, the frequeney
tras measured with the frequency oeter, Ttie frequeney
increawtit was then obtained as the difference of the two
Bieasured frequencies. The ensuing prooediire was to return to
the standing wave condition adjacent to that of the initial
easureaent taken pire-riously and to take ancUier set of
readings. This gave^^ as a cheeky two increments at approxi*
aately the wune frequency but on different standing wave
conditions. Sets of readings were taken erery 0,1 to 0,2
Megacycles over the razige fron two to five megacycles* This
aethod was discarded because of inAxfficient aocuraoyf as
will be discussed later.
MEfROO B - The appara^s was connected as described aJsove
under KB), and the following pr^>cedure was adopted, i're*
littinary operations were the 99mm as under Method A, but
xa
« aXsiex^o •di^ amtfwiiS b«rtol •ram yiiJbn*i« c iloiclir fa
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tbm frequaney Inoroaent vas deterodned diTterentl/. Ac
b«fortt» the oscill&tor mc set on « frequency of peak output
current. The frequenoj sieter isras then set at this ssas
frequency, by obtaining, zero frequency beat as obscxnred by
the mixer detector. After changing the oscillator frequency
by the aaount Yritieh gave the proper increaent in the number
of half vrares between the two crystals, tiie oscillator was
again set on the pea^ of the output current. Then the
difference of the oscillator frequency and the unchanisMi
frequency Bueter frequency was lueasured as the beat frequsney
by the precision wave saeter. In this method the increaent
of half wares was taken as twenty for the acetates and sixteen
for the water, since this gsTe an increioent of iVequency
which was most acciirately determined hy the wave a»ter, as
will be explained in a discussion of the results.
iMasurcasnts were carried out on three liquids) (1) distilled
water, which shows no dispersion and iriiich was used to check for
proper accuracy; (2) setbyl acetate, G*?. Grade, iaanufaotured by
finer and Amend} and (3) ethyl acetate, G^'P, Qradm, manufactured by
General Cheaical Co. These liquids were not redistilled but were
used as received froa the nanufaoturer. However, because of con-
tanination and deooaposition dangers, each sample was not used for
Bore than two sets of oeasureaents*
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111. EXPBIHIM^rrAL RESULTS
At fircty aMAttmwnts went nadn by Itethod A described in
th« yreviouB section. Thia waa the w»thod of finding the trmqvmmy
increscent in terms of the difference of the ter> frequencies
aeasured on the frequeney aeter. Mo check was Bade on the cali-
bration of the frecuene/ meter and the calibration eupplied with
'^e Instruamit was used. The etandir>i; ware increment of ei^tean
was choeen as being satisfactory, Tbla gaye a frequency Increiaeai
of about one hundred kilocycles which was ntall enough to be leas
than five per cent of the total frequency and large enough to aalce
the errors in placing the oscillator at the peak output current
relatively snail*
A cr«at aany Measurements were taken by this method in order
to obtain poroper alignaent and functioning of the apparatus*
Distilled water was used for the first measurements since all work
pMrforatd to date indicates that water shows no dispersion* Timu,
the accuracy of the asethod could be checked over the entire frequeiu^
range by obtaining a constant frequency increa»ent within the
desired aceuraey. The desired accuracyy as mentioned earlier, was
0*1$ or better* Some results of these measureioents on water are
^own in Table I under Goluoaas 1, 2, and 3* Bach colustn represents
a aeries of measurements taken without disturbing the adjustments
or the condition of the apparatus* Adjustments were mads between
runs in an attempt to ii^rove the accuracy* Theaa included
adjusting the crystals to manlauBi parallelism, using baffles imd
1 .J.i.l
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absorb«rs to ch«ck for any wall effectsj changing the osolllatix^
output atoplitude^ and changing the output aa^lii'loation. It oan
be saen in Table 1 that the aeaaured frequency incrrateats are far
trcm Qonstant within the deaired aoeuraey, and that the adjuataaenta
entioned above oaused no apparent iu^rovextent* The neaaureaenta
taken at any one frequency agree quite well but the ciiapersion
beteven the reaulta at different frequMaeiea is considerable.
Coluana U and $ represent aowi BeaaureBents on mthyl acetate by
thia aaaa aetbod and ahow about the afiaae aaount of randon diaparsion*
After checking all other poaaible cauaea^ the trouble waa attributed
to the frequency aeter. The calibration was not accurate enou^
over the entire frequency range to allovr the asall iaoresMmt to
be deterained by the difference of the two large Measured frequencies.
Another difiiciiltyi the aj>parent inaccuracy of the freqaeney aeter
eeatensera^ vas indicated by the inability to roproduee a given
asaoareaent*
Tith thia difficulty in raind, the aethod described as B in
ibm previous section waa devised* This was not dependent on an
aoGurate aaaaureiiient of frequency by the frequency neter. The
Mily requireaents on the frequency aeter were (l) that it could
be used as a standard oscillator » (2) that it could be set accurately
at the saas frequency as the crystal oscillator* and (3) that it
would reaain at this frequency for the duration of each aeasureaent*
fhm wave aeter was then used to aeasure the frequency inerenent
as the beat frequency of the aixer after the oscillator was changed
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1 2 3 k 5
2,20 135.09 13ii.95 135.38 105.19 105.20
2.35 105.66 105. ii5
2.50 135. Ul 135.55 135.30 105.37 105.1*1*
2*75 136.12 136.30 136.21 105. 6I4 105.72
3.00 135.23 135.00 135.32 105. la 105.63
3.20 135.32 135.11* 135.37 105.33 105.31
3.35 105.32
3.50 135.59 135.1*6 131*.95 105.1*6 lOp.^o
3.75 135.29 135.22 135. 18 1P5.80 105.08
U.05 10U.39 IOU.50
ii.30 135.13 135.09 135.09 105.27 105.09
i4.5G 135.67 135.50 13>.63 105.31* 105.05
k.65 135.67 135.51* 105. 2U 105.95









throui:h th« half wave increstent. The iKjorored results of this
iMthod are shoim In Table XI for vater between 2.0 and ii.6 wegas/cleia*
Here the increiaent cf lialf wayes was chosen as ttrenty since tliis
gave a frequency inerenent xwasurable to aBuclBMin accuracy on the
vave meter, ^^il* this increxpcnt, the conversion of the want stcter
teale reading to frequency was alaost linear and the nuafcer of kilo-
cycles per wave aeter scale division was a miniaaiBi. It ajay also be
notert that this saBthod is independent of an exact calibration of
the wave meter and depends only on ita stability and the ease of
observing small inoreiaents of frequency. Since the frequency
increinent is always approxinately the same, only saall deviations
from the Mane wave lORter setting are recordedj the absolute value
of the increi&ent does not need to be known very precisely. The
results shown for water were rtuch more satisfactory than those
previously obtained, the average frequsncy inorejacnt being 120.00
kilocycles with an averaec error of only 0.07 kilocycles. The total
dispersion between the largest and the saallest result was only
0.27 kilocyclee.
Thus, with the desired accuracy obtained, nteasurencnts were
taken on the acetates. The remxlts of the laethyl acetate measure-
Bcnts are shown in Table III and these for ethyl acetate in Table !?•
In those ocasureajents, the half wave increrwnt was chosen rs
sixteen in order that the sncie rsgion of 'T'^rlrft^n? accuracy of the
wave meter could be utilized which was described in the previous
paragraph. Each result in the tables rcprasents the avera^^e value
of Mfvcral w»9»wmmnt» (aeven or aare) of the frequency increawit*
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TABLE III
SttTWuwry of llesults i'or Methyl Ac«tat«
Method B An s 20 T • 25° C.
Frequency frequency Increment Frequency F^reQueney Increavat
(oegacyelee) (kilocycles) (negaeycles) (kilocycles)




.08 2.107 116.13 * .07
2.200 116. Hi * .ou 2.ai n6.ii* t .gB
2.303 116. Hi
-¥
.05 2.315 116.16 i .06
2.U07 116.22
*
.06 2.1|19 116.16 i .06
2.598 116.18 ± .05 2.609 116.13 i .02
2.702 116. iO A .03 2.713 116.09 i .Oil
2.819 116.13 ^ .09 2.82U 116.09 i .OU
2.^09 116.09 i .Oli 2.921 116.08 ± .05
3.001 116.12 X .0$ 3.006 116.10 ± .Oil
3.153 116.11* ± .06 3.163 1,1,6.07 * .05
3.200 116.05 A, .03
3.2U5 116.0? .06 3.298 116.16 i .09
3.303 116.12 4 .05 3.306 116.10 t ,oli
3.336 116.21 .09 3.38U 116.11* i .06
3.U08 116.10
4.
.05 3.a3 116.10 i .05
3.i4l*9 116. Oli
*




3.599 116.07 .05 3.60ii 116.12 t .10
3.700 116.16 .12 3.705 ll6.11i I .06
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U.002 116.11 i .od li.008 116.03 i .03
h.09h 116.06 - .09 U.100 116.11 ± .09
J*. 298 116.21 4 .03 ii.302 116.13' - .09
14.1*00 116.15 i .09 li.l*06 116.11* i .06
ii.602 116.15 - .05 I1.608 116.1U i .06
U.650 U6.10 ± .06
AwTftg* iiierwumt » 116.12 kilocycles
Average error = i 0.06 kilocyclee
^J. '
\J^'i.\9^\ » - <,A«'-»-l.




SuMBUorj of fl«suits Xor Ethyl Aestat*
Kttthod B An = 20 t « 25^G.
yrsquoncy Frsquencj xnorensnt Fraquenc/ Frsqu«iicy Inorsasnt
(Rgaeyeles) (kilocycles) (asgacyelss) (kilocycles)
2,003 lll».67 i .08 2.009 nli.68 t .06
2.095 llii.6ii ± .05 2.101 lll*.65 i .05
2.197 lll*.67 ± .06 2.208 111*. 72 - .07
2.300 lU.6y t ,06 2.312 1}1*.68 t ,03
2.1<02 11]4.83 i ,(^ 2.iai* 11U.82 t ,06
2.U9li nil. 71 i .06 2.506 nil. 65 * .06
2.596 llii.bl ± .06 2.608 111*. 76 t .06
2.702 lli*.69 i .06 2.712 lll*.68 t .06
2.818 111*. 75 i .Oii 2.827 n)*.6y t .ou
2.906 llii.od i .05 2.911 111*. 80 1 .03
2.997 11J,.67 i .02 3.009 Hi*. 71 i .05
3.157 Hi*. 77 * .01* 3.169 111*. 73 i .05
3.226 Uli. 71 * .02 3.231 Ui*.77 i .05
3.316 111*. 79 - .03 3.322 111*. 71 4 .02
3.U02 111*. 75 ' .05 3.1*08 111*. 73 i .03
3.1i99 111*. 65 i .03 3.50U 11U.65 2 .06
3.591 111*. 68 t .01* 3.597 lli!.6ii i .02
3.699 111*. 71 * .02 3.709 nit. 69 * .'U6
3.S53 111*.69 t ,05 3.858 111*.61 2 ,0i*
U.OSli 111*. 81 ± .02 l*.100 lli^.73 * .05
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h.h06 11U.7S i .05 i4.i*22 iiii.n A .03
h.$9h nlu'io t .03 J4.6OO llh.72 i .05
Ii.7l6 llli.6U i .08 U.722 nh,6}4 - .oii
Average inoroiaent » lll*.?l Kiloc^jcies
Aver«<ge •rror • -UQ5 Kao<:^c\es
[k'ijJl:-] .-'K
»y>-/« -• ..> .'a+j.^j
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Th« frequencies, it ia noted, occur in ':>airs vtry close together
in most cases and they represent increments tfak«n from frequencies
one or two standing ware peaks apart. The error represents the
average error of each inoreiaent, and was determined as follows:
the deviations of all aeasureaents at one frequency ii*o» the
average value of these aeasurenents were squared and the squared
deviations were suraned. This sum was divided l3i7 ^.he jimmber of
Msaaurcaents and the square root was taJcen. Tliis vas the average
error. The Measurements at any one frequency from which the valuea
in the tables were coiriputed were not taken at one tixae but t^iey
represent at least two different runs in all cases.
To give a better assessment of these results, the figure*
tikawn in Tables III and IV are shown plotted on Ficure 8. ^Tiere
two resultjf were obtained at closely adjoining frequencies, both
results were plotted at a frequency about aidway between the two
exoeriaental frequencies. Thus, at &ny one plotted frequency,
four increiaent values are plotted - the maximxia and falniwua
averse increaent values found at the frequency just below the
plottcKi one and the naxiaojun and Kdniisum values at the frequency
just above the plotted one. Soall horizontal marks are used to
indicate these values and to indicate to which set each value
belongs.
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In their work on the absorption of ultrasonics in liquids,
Claeys, Srrera, and Sack reported anoiaalous absorption by methyl
and ethyl acetate in the frequency region between three and four
megacycles. The variation of the absorption coefficient -was quite
sl^jilar to that obtained in polyatomic gases. The experiinental
results for the gases -were explained by the Kneser theory using
a relaxation tiaie for the intraiaolecular energy exchanges. Such
an explanation, if s^olicablc to liquids, should also lead to a
dispersion of Velocity in the anonalous absorption frequency region.
The results of the experimental rork reported in Tables ill and IV
and on Figure 8 of the previous section indicate that there is no
dispersion of the sound velocity in this frequency region, at
least not within the accuracy of the apparatus. The velocity
dispersion predicted by the Kneser theory is such that the velocity
increases slowly in the anooaioue absorption region. This would
have yielded an increasing frequency increaient over the frequency
range under investigation. Uo such result as this was obtained
•xperiaentaUy.
This failiu'e to obtain any velocity dispersion loey oe inter-
preted in either of two ways, assooing that these acetates do abxm
tile reportea anoiaalous absorption behavior at the frequencies under
investigation. First, the dispersion aay still be present but
«ay be too small to be detected by the experiiaental aethod which




rX ttl Kotnoa&tflu lo r . oiU no jIiow iltirii^ nl
r ~^>iSqiOB(iB eaolMuooB i>ei^i<K;»i sioac! bos ^zio'CtZ tex»*XO
•*li/p tare stnsjii-.liic'oo i^^ritl- a.i« io noxJiu:'isv am .irj^ct^c^^j'^a
fr .-':?-?':'»— '.- ^-:"' .'•::•. .^: can oJ>:v;j. .-.'.:; fLt bocilB^do tlUU^ o,+ '. -J
-. ari^t ;, .i.i.-J- C9 ©lew aoeis^ ©.i^ lol s.tli.'TiE-i
9 (Kt 1>«»X oci« bXx/oxte ,e . oJ eXcffioilfi^-jU li ,
VT hrrr. HI n'jLJi:^'^ al b'^iioqd'i aiio:^ Lr.i - iqx^ 9r!i lo ci-Xi/esi erlT
on ti ftwiij *«U ^rf-^ 'J^o 6 aiirgiv ao bna
X^lQoXev a/^'i" .gu^a-taqqA exLt lo Tj&etacri- Qi"i.+ r.idi.cv ^oa J-ax^sX
-^ jaa O' )X»v -^OA tuiwoo ii^^ a-ii-ix-ci siidT
jpM t^lXtfts tya D«i*ato<i ii«w a« ,aoni:« - «^ n-^- ' '-^^
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velocity dlapari^ion trill be auiall bec&use in th« case of liquids
Mm apeciiic hsat duo to the vibrations ox tiie jboroli^cules is a
nuoh smaller part ox trie total speciXio heat than in gas«8* It
mas furthsr estisiatcid in the introuuction that any dispersion due to
a relajLation tiaie process would be oX tlie order of 0.05^ whioh
vas about Uie liiiiit of accuracy of the ^easuresksnts. A second
possible interpretation of tl^e results is that the anonalous
absorption is due to aooe phen'cnaiioii which does not cause a
velocity uispersion at the saae tiae. Such processes are aaiong
the siAQj theories which have been proposed to account for the
al»orBial absorption of liquids but as yet none of these have been
coiiipletely acceptable*
Bowever, fron the experisaental results of tliis work« no
ooaclusions «aay be iiraMO. as to the explanation of the ajmoriaal
absorption of these liquids. It Is only possible to sa/ ihsX it
appears that there is no dispersion of velocity in the frequeno/
r«Qge £ri»i two to five isegac/olesa or that any dispersion whid^
does exist is less than 0.06/»»
While the eji^riaent was not desired to aeasure the absolute
9oand velocityf it is possible to calculate the velocity^ if it
does not change with the frequency* hy rearranging the equation
derived in Section XI as follows
t
nAistrs A^> is the frequency inor«3snt in cycles/second, d is
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wave Increioent; and v is the velocity of sound in laeters/MKsond.
In all the results given, d ime 0.10 jneters. In Table II the
results £or water vmrti ^"^ = 120.'X kilocyclQa and ^" = l6.
In Table III ^e results for loethyl acetate irere: aver^ce A)> » 116.12
kilocycles and An s 20, In Table IV the results for ethyl ao«t«t«
were: averat,e A'O = HI;. 71 kilocycles and An z 20. Usin^: thess
values l^e £olXQ^in^ values for the velocity of sound at 25^0 were
obtained I water, l^OQ iaeters/sccondj isethyl acetate, 11^1.2 iaet«rs/
aecciKi; and ©tU/1 acetate, 11147.1 flistera/second.
To auffioarise the principle conclusionc, no dispersion of
sound velocity in oethyl acetate or etiiyl acetate iras found as th«
irequency of the sound waves is varied from two to live negaoyoles
within the experioental error of about 0.o6)^. The I'aiXure to
locate aagr diallersion in this frequency region where anoaalous
ab&rption has been reported for these Ixquids may be due to Hm
fact that the oiapersion is «B»aIler than the aocuraoy of the aeasure-
BMnts or that the anfEwalous absorption is oaused by a prooess not
producing velocity dispersion. Aith only this xn^ornation it is
not possible to draw any conclusions coiicernju:i£ the existence of
any relaxation tioe phenostenon in tiiis frequency region*
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